
Khemsa is chasing Conan and Devi Yasmina, heiress of the kingdom of Vendhya. Near this village, the wizard meets a Wazuli’s 
warrior, hardly dispelled after a brawl with Yar Afzal, tribal headman and friend of Conan. 
Enchanting the warrior, he entrusts him a stone of Nephrite to be delayed to Yar Afzal. Charmed, the man brings the stone 
blindness. Once in the hands of the chief the stone transformed into a spider who injects him a lethal venom! 
In the bewilderment which follows, a voice of command come from anywhere imposing to everybody «Yar Afzal died! Kill the 
foreigners!». Conan reacts in a �ash and enters the closest hut. . . 

The heroes’ objective is to run away with the Devi, and put as many distance as possible between them and the Wazulis. In 
order to do that they have to get to the shed (1), and take control on stallions to ride out of the board before the coming of 
the powerful Khemsa, at the end of the turn 7. 
The Overlord must save the Wazuli tribe from the wrath of Khemsa. He must kill Conan and Devi before the arrival of 
the sorcerer at the end of the turn 7.

The Black Stallion - The People of the Black Circle     2-3

The game starts with the heroes turn .
To complete this scenario we suggest Conan (axe and leather armor) and Valeria (Parring dagger and sword).
Heroes starts as indicated on the map. If there is two players, one of them control the two heroes.

     Each heroes starts with 4 gems in fatigue zone.

    The Overlord starts with 7 gems in his starting stamina zone and 5 gems in the fatigue zone. He recocers 5 gems 
by turn.

Berserker: Khemsa cast a spell that change warriors in bloodlust mode where they are in the same area as
a hero.  For each mini activated, the Overlord spend 1 gem in fatigue zone, making the mini attacking
immediately. After the attack the mini dies.
Reinforcement: 3 reinforcement points to spend.
Resurection: Yar Afzal (Thak’s is incarning him) back to life in the middle of the village(3). The event card is 
returned and it can’t be used anymore.

Special rules : 

- Thak don’t start on the board. He may only be there thanks to the resurection spell from the event card.  IN THIS SCENARIO HIS 
BLOCKING SKILL IS NOT ABLE

- The princess folows one of the heroes, without any movement limits. She can’t be aimed as there is any hero in the same area

- The bookcase (in the hero starting zone) could be moved to prevent minis to enter the area. It takes 3 manipulation gems to move.
To take it down, it needs 4 movements point, plus 1 for each mini in the protected area; minus 1 for each mini in the starting area
- Entering or exiting a hut costs 1 additional movement point. Excepting moving in the big hut (2)
- The rocks(4) can be cross without any penalty or special skills
- The walls of all the huts can be broken down by the Juggernaut skill.

- A manipulation test is required to control a stallion. It needs 2 success (obstruction rules apply)
- It need another manipulation test and 2 success to load the princess behind a hero.
- Mounting a stallion, a hero get uncatchable and juggernaut skills. The free movement is 4 areas (3 if the princess is loaded behind) and 
they get the elevation bonus in combat (1 yellow dice)
- Mounting, it is also possible to stun ennemis within an hero area, making a manipulation test (1 stunned mini for each success). Stunned 
minis are laying down. It cost 1 gem for the Overlord to activate the stunned minis, plus the normal activation cost. They get up for free at 
the end of the Overlord turn.

Scenario by Batav, with support from Loulou, Tofu, Jbt and many others!

Chests: 
-   life potion, life potion, magical urn, chainmail, dagger
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